PULL AWAY

If you’re looking for the easiest way to upgrade your cabinetry, turn to one of these artisanal hardware brands. They add personality and wit to any project.

By Lauren Finney Harden

FORT MAKERS

New York City-based collective Fort Makers focuses on a unique collection of artisan-made furniture, lighting and accessories. The Elemental Hold series, designed by Noah James Spencer, is composed of interesting and abstract brass shapes in pull form. The Bolt pull turns any cabinetry or front entryway (it’s also a hook!) from staid to playful. fortmakers.com

NEST STUDIO

Jessica Davis founded Nest Studio for the simple reason that she couldn’t find interesting knobs and pulls for her projects. This international traveler—she’s lived in Australia, Hong Kong, New York, Los Angeles and more—knows adding drama in such a simple way can have a major impact on your design, such as with her peacock door pull. Insider’s tip: Two paired together look smashing on cabinets. Matthew Quinn Collection, ADMC, Ste. 85A, matthewquinncollection.com; neststudiocollection.com

WATERWORKS

Waterworks is known for best-in-class plumbing and fixtures, and that same level of design extends to its hardware collection. Take, for example, the Rockport and Fallbrook leather pulls. Their glamorous, equestrian styles are as at home in a traditional interior as they are a contemporary one. 1 W. Paces Ferry Road NE, waterworks.com
With offices in Atlanta and New York, Jessica Davis’ multi-faceted design studio Atelier Davis offers a creative vision that spans across interiors, product, landscape design, and notably, her hardware line Nest Studio. Through the firm’s interior and exterior work, the team creates livable, friendly spaces that elegantly stand the test of time. Atelier Davis always seeks to inject personality into a space with something a little offbeat. Jessica’s goal is to create spaces that tell a story about their inhabitants and the way they live, through an inventive mix of new and vintage, luxury and attainable items.

Jessica Davis is also the owner and creative director of widely-published, luxury hardware brand Nest Studio, which she founded in 2012 and whose product has been awarded several prestigious design awards. Over the years, Nest Studio has collaborated with other influential tastemakers and niche artisans to develop unique and innovative hardware, making the brand a go-to for residential and hospitality designers.

NEST STUDIO COLLECTION
973.315.1737, NESTSTUDIOCOLLECTION.COM
ATELIER DAVIS
617.833.7244, ATELIERDAVIS.COM